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The Advocate
OLUME I, ISSUE SEVE

WEDNESDAY, FEBRUARY 18,2004

WILLIAM & MARY SCHOOL OF LAW

Law Students Celebrate Spring
Semester at Barrister-s Ball

Professor Neal Devins: Hitchhiker
by Nick DePalma
In response to an overwhelming demand for more of what you
don't hear in class, The Advocate
managed to catch up with Professor
Neal Devins. While many of you
wonder what his actual stance is on
most of the potentially inflammatory constitutional issues discussed
in class (affirmative action, right to
same-sex marriage etc.), this interviewer didn't ask those questions
and therefor~ Professor Devins
didn't answer them.
Adv: Let's start at the beginning. Tell me about your early
childhood.
D: I grew up on Long Island
until age 6, moved to South Florida
until age 12 and then stayed on

Long Island through high school.
Adv: Who were your childhood heroes?
D: Joe Pepitone, who played for
the NY Yankees, and Joe Namath,
who was quarterback for the NY
Jets when theAFL won its first Super Bowl. ThatSuperBowl was key
to making the Super Bowl what it
is today and I was actually at that
one .. . Also, George Blanda, who
was an Oakland Rai.der, and then
I guess ... Batman. I sort of like
Batman.
Adv: Why Batman?
D: Batman was the number one
TV show while I was growing up.
Basically he was the man, if you
will. He got the job done and I think
that most people my age were fans

of Batman in the mid-sixties.
Adv: What were your favorite movies?
D: Growing up or all time?
Okay, so now we're moving out
of the childhood ... How about we
rephrase the question: "movies I
like watching the most?"
Adv: Ok.
D: I'd say Pulp Fiction [because] I just love the dialogue in
that movie. I'm really drawn to
the characters and the things they
talk about, the conversations if
you will. Get Shorty. I like movies where the dialogue is very
crisp and when they're somewhat
fast paced, where you're drawn to
the characters themselves because
of how they express themselves.

Moonstruck, The African Queen
They all fit that bill. Basically when
you have ordinary conversations
juxtaposed against extraordinary
events. The conversations are all
in the fabric oftheir lives, where the
Interview continued on page 2
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An Interview with Professor Devins
Continued from page 1
thingsarejustfiowing .. . This is the
same reason I like Seinfeld, where
the story is propelled forward by
the way the characters talk to each
other. .. Let me add some more
favorite movies, I'm not sure if!
want to put this on the list. [High
Fidelity.] I'd put The Nightmare
Before Christmas on the list as
well, which is actually my son's
favorite movie; since he's 5 years
old I've seen it many times.
Adv: What is your favorite color? (Editorial Note: I
thought this would be an easy
one, but nothing is hard and
fast with a constitutional law
professor.)
D: I don't think I've ever
thought about a favorite color. .. I
like my steak red, and that's good,
and I like the walls of my house
to be white, and that's good.
Adv: What were your aspirations during high school?
D: This may sound a little
strange, but I had no career as-

pirations before I graduated from
law school. My aspiration in high
school was to have a good time in
college, get out of the house, and
grow up. And when I was in college, I never really settled on what
my aspirations were. When I settled
on going to law school, it was not
because of a love for the law, but
because I wasn't entirely sure what
I was going to do at that moment in

time. I graduated from college and
my Mom really wanted me to go
to Il;lW school, so I took the LSAT
and did fine. I also spent the first
year out of college traveling around
the country; I hitchhiked across the

better to do . I had traveled for a few
months, worked for a few months,
traveled to Israel for a few months,
and Ijust went to law school to see
what it was like, and basically I just
really liked law school. Then after
law school my
~~~-:>'7'-----r-'
first job out
was working
at a public
policy research place
that was affiliated with
Vanderbilt
and I saw that
the professors seemed
to have what
I considered
a really good
life. I saw that
they could research things
that
were
of interest
to them and
that they had
job security.
country for six months and ended I was someone getting grants and
up staying with a friend in Cali- living in a transitory way and
foinia and basically I wasn't quite having this kind of permanent life
sure what I wanted to do . .. You see, struck me as a really great thing.
I graduated from college in 1978, And it wasn '-1 more than a year out
and there was no real sense that we of law school and working in this
had to figure that out yet, so when rese~rch institute that I decided I
I went to law school I went as an wanted to be a professor. I hadn't
experiment. I had no idea if!' d like thought much about the teaching
it, and I wasn't committed to seeing part, I mainly wanted to do the reit through. I didn't have anything search and the writing. Now I love
the teaching part of it as much as

r---------;=;:=:--~:__-----------___, anything else.
THE ADVOCATE
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Adv: Do you see eye-to-eye
with Professor Meese and Professor Hynes?
D: I must confess that I became
an economics major because there
was no foreign language requirement in economics. I had very bad
experiences with foreign language
in high school and economics was
the only major without a foreign
language requirement.
Adv: Back to wanting to be
a law professor. How did that
decision bring you to William
and Mary?

D: When you become a law
professor you participate in a
nationwide search. You put your
name in a directory and law schools
from all over the country get the
directory and then they determine
whom they want to interview.
William & Mary was one of the
schools that interviewed me, and
they gave me the opportunity to
teach constitutional law. I was also
very interested in being around
bright, committed students and
the students really interested me
here. I had actually published in
the William & Mary Law Review
(1984), so I felt a kind of affinity
with William & Mary. And actually, one of the people teaching at
William & Mary at that time was
someone I had been in touch with,
his name was Gene Nichol. And it's
a nice and affordable place to live.
I was working in DC at the time ...
So it all sort of came together. It
seemed right to me so my wife and
r were very excited about coming
down here.
Adv: When did you meet
your wife?
D: Amazingly, she and I were
both research assistants for the
same professor. She was getting a
Ph.D. at Vanderbilt in higher education policy while I was getting
the ID . The professor was in the
Center for Education Policy and,
basically, he wanted to have an
education graduate student and a
law student, because he wanted to
get into some legal policy issues.
Adv: Seems like that worked
out well for you.
D: Yes, I'd say it worked out
very well.
Adv: How did you get interested in constitutional law?
D: My original research was
about educational policy and a lot
of that was about Constitutional
taw. Whether it was race stuff or
religious stuff, educators resisting
state bureaucracy had lead to the
beginning of the home schooling
movement so I did research on
home schooling and desegregation issues.

Devins continued on page 3
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Meet Professor Devins
continued from page 2

like there is a scientific formula, it's
just based on things I've seen, or
Adv: What current "up and read, or people I've talked to.
coming" questions interest you
Adv: Well, that's about it. Is
in constitutional law?
there anything you want emphaD: I certainly see issues ofCon- sized because it's cool?
gressional power and federalism
D: I think maybe the fact that
objections to Congress exercising I've hitchhiked across the country
power. trumping state preroga- twice.
tives. I can be more precise-say,
Adv: You didn't tell me you
the Spending Clause, whether had done it twice, when was the
Congress can make conditions on second time?
federal spending and whether the
D: Well, the first time was in
state can resist those conditions ... '78 when I graduated from college
1 also think that the whole issue of and the second time was the sumgay rights is something that might mer of '80 after my first year in
occupy the Court. It's hard to say law school and that time 1 said: "1
but they've obviously decided think the second summer I'll have
some cases, and they 11 probably to get ajob and this will be my last
decide some more ... There are also chance to take a summer and have
a lot of things related to the war some pure fun. " The first year sumon terror that the Court will need mer is a special summer and you
to address. It will be interesting to won' t have many opportunities in
see what demands the Court places your life to do something like that.
on the government to have concrete [Another Editorial Comment: reevidence justifying its action.
member this lL's!). That was what
Adv: Do you .hJlve Jlny cur-

I uranted to do and I uras reaJly glad

rent law review articles in the
making?
D: Yes, of course. 1 have just
finished a book on the ways in
which elective go ernment has
played a larger role in shaping the
Constitution's meaning than the Supreme Court .. . And there are about
a half dozen things I'm working on,
but right now my number one job
is teaching you guys.
Adv: How do you get new
ideas for articles?
D: Well, a chunk of my scholarship is about how it is the Supreme
Court decisions are best understood
against the backdrop of social and
political forces. So that project
means that whenever there is a
significant Supreme Court decision or where the Supreme Court
gets interested in a topic that it
wasn't interested in before, there
is an occasion to think about why
that is. I just published a piece on
affirmative action last summer that
attempts to explain that decision
against the backdrop of the social
and political background forces.
But a lot of it is just kind of when
I speak to someone and something
interesting comes up and then all of
a sudden I'm researching it. It's not

that I did it.
Adv: Last question. What is
the most inflammatory issue that
ever came up in class?
D: When 1 first started teaching, and this would have been in
' 88-' 89, I did a class on women in
combat and the class was so sharply
divided that, 1don't quite know how
to describe it, there was essentially
a shouting match and I've never had
something like that happen in all
my years teaching. Now 1 think 1
would be able to manage that better . .. but at the end of class there
were a lot of [angry] people who
felt that their side hadn't gotten to
say everything there was to say ...
Now, it would be a non-issue. This
is actually a great example of con. stitutionallaw, that 15 years ago an
issue could be so polarizing and
now it would seem less divisive.
But 1 haven't ever seen that kind
of explosiveness any other time at
William & Mary. Students think
about the arguments on either side,
and they don't get offended in my
class about being asked to defend
the state or the plaintiff... because
the students here are game to be
law students rather than political
activists.

A·m erican Constitution Society
Stages Mock Primary
by Nicole Ayn Travers
The VIrginia Democratic primary came and went on Tuesday,
February 10th , but students at Marshall-Wythe got an early chance to
vote. The American Constitution
Society held a mock Democratic
primary in the Marshall-Wythe
lobby on Monday, February 2nd •
"1think everyone has been following the primaries in the other
states and we thought it might be
interesting to see where the law
school fell in the mix," said ACS
president Margaret Riley. "We kept
it open to everyone (not just Democrats) to get people to participate
and, hopefully, to let people keep
an open mind," Riley said.
The ACS offered a ballot that
included the Democratic frontrunners and a few "dark horse"
candidates (specifically the Rev.
Al Sharpton) and manned the
front desk throughout the day,
asking passersby to take a minute
to vote. This got a little frustrating
at times, accordingtoACS member .
Brian Soiset: "1' d be standing there
in the lobby, trying to get people
to vote, and they' d just ignore me
and walk away. " But all in all, the
primary received a great turnout
with a total of 142 votes.
''Twenty-six percent ofstudents
voted, which is actually pretty close
to what you get in real primaries.
And considering we only ran it for
one day, when not everyone may
have been in the law school, 1 think
we did a great job getting people to
vote," said Riley. As a bonus, each
voter received a snappy "1 Voted!"
sticker so they could show off their
political dedication.

The results followed the same
trend as previous Democratic primaries, Kerry leading the pack with
25% of the student vote. Clark and
Dean tied for 3rd with 15% each,
and Sharpton came in last with
3%. "The attempt to contaminate
the results with votes for Al Sharpton failed miserably," joked Soiset.
However, since Sharpton got the
same vote percentage at MarshallWythe as he did in the Virginia
primary, perhaps the votes were
less a conspiracy than an accurate
measure of his political support.
"1 think people in a mock election
feel more comfortable voting for
the person they actually support and
not the person they think needs to
win," explained Riley.
As a relatively new organization on campus, the ACS has
enjoyed a positive response from
students, and its members look
forward to future activities. There
will be several more upcoming
events sponsored by the ACS.
including movie screenings over
the next few weeks and a speaker
in April. Riley advises students to
keep their eyes open for signs announcing their new events, noting
that "we are always on the look-out
for new n;tembers for people who
are interested in joining ... remember, liberals are cool! "

Primary Results
Kerry 25%
Edwards 23%
Clark 15%
Dean 15%
Lieberman 10%
Kucinich 9%
Sharpton 3%

36 votes
33 votes
22 votes
22 votes
15 votes
11 votes
5 votes

Who w ill be crowned
Mr. Marshall-Wythe?
FRIDAY, 20 FEBRUARY 2004 @ 8 :30PM
The Little Theater ( University Center)

SUPPORT THE PUBLIC SERVICE FOND!
BUY YOUR TICKETS IN THE MAIN LOBBY!
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Ne w s in Brief
W&M fv1cxJt Coot Teams
Reach Final Four of
Regent Tournament
by Adrienne Griffin
Two teams made up of members
of the William & Mary Moot Court
teamreachedthesemi-:fina1sofRegent
University's third aIllllual National
Constitutional Law Cornpetition. The
tournament took place February 6th
and 7th in VIrginia Beach. The legal
issue involved was an equal protectionchallenge to a state's limitation of
maniage to heterosexual unions.
William&Marysenttwoteamsto
thistoumament, oneconsistingof3Ls
and the other of2Ls. The3Lteamwas
madeupofJasonEisner,JohnHacke~

and Kirstin Michener. The 2L team
included Chris Burch, Dominique
Callins, and Graham Schmidt. After
four preliminary rounds, both teams
advanced to the quartL"ffinalsandthen
on to the semi-finals. In the semi-finals, both teams were defeated by
teams from Villanova University.
In addition to reaching the final
four, W &M received two other honors at the tournament. The 3L team's
brief, writtenjointly by Eisner, Hacke~
andMichener, earned the ''BestBrief'
award. Dominique Callins, from the
2L team, earned fifth place in the
highly contested ''Best Oralisf' category.

Environmental Law
Society·(Re )Forms
byD.G.Judy
Five Marshall-Vvythe students
met on Wednesday, February 11 th to
begin organizing the Environmental
Law Society (ELS). According to
organizer Elle O'Flaherty (3L), such
an organization existed at the taw
School at least five years ago, but it
leftbehindlittlemorethanthememory
of its existence.
Accordingly, thegroupdiscussed
initial steps needed to re-constitutethe
ELS. These included establishiugofficers and by-laws, gaining recognition
from the Law School administration,
and planning events for the spring semester. The Society hopes to host at
least one speaker this semester and to
sponsor a social event, possibly beer
on the patio,' said O'Flaherty.
~uture ELS activities may in-

elude career-planning workshops,
hikes, and any appropriate awareness-building ventures.
The Society will continue to
develop its identity and mission
over the course of the semester. The
. group scheduled its next meeting for
Tuesday, February 24th at 12:45pm.
Any interested students should email
erofla@wm.edu. And stay tuned for
more newS about the beer!

Honor" Council Holds
Special Meeting
by Marie Siesseger
The Honor Council held a special
meeting onThursday, February 5th to
discuss current honor concerns and
solicit input from the student body.
Chief Justice John Hackel opened
the brief discussion by explaining
that the successful operation of the
Honor Code necessarily involves individual interpretation. ''Everybody
individually owns the Honor Code,"
he said.
Hackel further noted that the
H<?norCouncil'spurpose isto address
accusations that have been placed before it, explaining that the Council did
nothavethe authority to issue advisory
opinions. Once an allegation has been
brought to the Council's attention, the
members must make preliminary detenninations regarding jurisdiction
and triviality before proceeding to
hold a hearing.
Honor Council member Max
Wiegard explained that there are "no
per se violations ofthe Honor Code"
,
and that each allegation required a
separate factual inquiry. ''Personal
responsibility is what the Code is
about," said Wiegard
As the current Council moves
into their second semester together,
Hackel expressed an interest in the
Council working to help "find a better way to deal with issues before
the law school" In the spirit of collective ownership of the Code, the
members of the Council encouraged
students to submit ideas for areas that
merit further eA'Ploration, such as the
conduct of law school competitions
and the exam computer policy. The
complete Honor Code governing
William & Mary is available on-line
at: httpJ/www.wm.edu!OSNdostudi
hcode.htm.

Health Law Students Present
Annual Rush Sym posium
by David Byassee
The Benjamin Rush Symposium was held February 2nd
through 9th and consisted of five
Marshall-Wythe students presenting the top five papers produced
in Professor Tortorice's fall Health
Law and Policy class. The topics
covered were: how the right to
substantive due process both supports and opposes the imposition
of a moratorium on gender assignment surgery for inter-sexed
infants; analysis of U.S . law and
policy concerning importation of
prescription drugs from Canada;
euthanasia and the sanctity of
life; constitutional analysis of
involuntary administration of
anti-psychotic drugs for purposes
of execution; and withholding lifesustaining medical treatment from
critically ill newborns .
Analysis of U .S. law and
policy concerning importation of
prescription drugs from Canada
was 'presented by Jason Faw 3L).
Criticizing America's healthcare
system as being the most expensive in the world, while maintaining
the shortest life expectancy for both
males and females within the industrialized world, Faw acknowledged
that the inflated prices Americans
p'ay for prescription drugs fuel research and development internationally. Because the Food , Dru ba
and Cosmetic Act makes it illegal
for anyone other than manufacturers to import drugs into America,
pharmaceutical manufacturers such
as Pfizer and Eli Lilly are able to
remain Fortune 500 companies.
You, and more likely your grandparents, may believe that there is
a personal use exemption to the
importation of prescription drugs
law; however, like Bigfoot, this
is just a myth. Mass importation
was ignited by the innovation of
Internet companies such as Rx
Depo and canadianparmacy.com,
which take orders on line and arrange for home delivery at about
half the domestic rates. While this
practice is illegal, the senior lobby
is a powerful one and not only have
authorities been looking the other
way, but state representatives such

as John Kerry have also condoned
importation, analogizing the drug
manufacturer's 'control of the market to a cartel.
So why are imported drugs illegal? The reasoning provided by the
Food and Drug Administration is
that imported drugs may be unsafe.
However, the fact is that many ofthe
imported drugs are manufactured
in America. The honest truth is
that because very few drugs reach
the market, and even fewer turn a
profit, research and development,
which is financed by investors
seeking a sizable return, simply
would not be what it is without
a mega-economy like the United
States spending $1624 billion a year
to support it. Because it costs an
average of $802,000,000 to bring
a single drug to market it would
not be the mainstream drugs that
would suffer from less R&D; rather,
it would be the niche drugs.
A discussion of euthanasia and
the sanctity of life was presented
by Jeffrey Spann (3L) . Stemming
from both religious and secular
arguments, the government has
taken an unqualified stance to
preservation of life. Spann was
quick to point out tliat our country
simultaneously maintains a far
greater defense budget than medical research budget and continues
to practice capital punishment.
VVhere, he asked, does abortion
fit into this picture? Finding freedom in the Eighth Amendment,
it was suggested that the moral
consequences of one's own life
and actions are for the individual
to bear. Spann closed his presentation by noting that 'most people
do not believe there will be a day
when the. will wish to die [but] all
people gain if they Ii e know ing
that they have the freedom to end
life on their own terms."
A con stitutional analysis of
involuntary administration of antipsychotic drugs for purposes ofexecution was presented by Ashley
Alley (2L) and Monty Cooper (3 L).
The case contemplated involved an
inmatewhowasnotps chologically sound but could be medicated to

Health continued on page

~
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Randy Barnett Speaks to
Federalist Society
byD.G. Judy
A visitor to the Federalist
Society's January 29th program
might not have expected to hear
the speaker praise medical cannabis and Lm..Tence v. Texas. But
those were among the arguments of
Boston University law professor and
Cato Institute fellow Randy Barnett,
who spoke to 20 Marshall-Wythe
students and faculty.
Last December, Barnett won a
major medical cannabis decision,
Raich . Ashcroft, in the Ninth Circuit. His book. RestOring the Lost
Constitution: The Presumption of
Liberty, was published February
1st.
In his lecture, Barnett described
his book and in the process explained
both the significance of Raich and
his admiration for Lawrence. Barnett argued that over its history the
Supreme Court has "exci ed whole
portions'" of the Constitution, with
the result of a 'presumption of constitutionality" for laws ["r:;::,ili(;Ling

any individual rights except those
found to be "fundamental. '
Barnett s book title refers to
the jurisprudential correction that
he urged-a ''presumption of liberty" that would place the burden
on Congress to prove the necessity
of any challenged law that appears
to restrict a "liberty right.' Under
current doctrine, Barnett said, such

IBRL Symposium to Address
Detention Policy

questions are decided not on prinby Marie Siesseger
ciple but by definitional games. In
On Thursday, February 26 th ,
Raich, Barnett and his co-counsel
at 1:00 pm the Institute of Bill
argued for their clients' "right to
of Rights Law Student Division
preserve life and avoid unneceswill host a symposium entitled
sary suffering.'" In contrast, the
" Liberty vs . Security : the DeJustice Department challenged
tainees in Guantanamo Bay."
Barnett to prove his clients' "right
The symposium will feature
to use medicinal marijuana."
presentations from a panel of
Barnett said that under the
distinguished speakers , as well
am~iguous "fundamental rights"
as the final round of the 1L moot
doctrine, a court could choose
court competition .
either definition - and thus either
The panelists will include
result - without being wrong. "It's
Barbara Olshansky, Erwin
simply a matter ofchoice," he said.
Chemerinsky, and Scott Sil With some irony, he then noted that
liman. Ms. Olshansky is an
the case was decided on Commerce
attorney with the Center for
Clause grounds.
Constitutional Rights. She is
Lawrence v. Texas, Barnett
also part of the legal team that
said, is a jurisprudential "step
will be representing the petiin the right direction." He noted
tioner in Rasul v. Bush , which
that Justice Kennedy"s opinion
was granted cert by the Supreme
mentioned "liberty" more than
Court on November 10 , 2003 .
20 times, while mentioning "priProfessor Chemerinsky is a
vacy" only four times, mostly in
widely recognized authority on
citation ..
constitutional law and teaches
More significantly, the
at the University of Southern
Lawrence decision did not ask
California. He will join Ms.
whether the liberty at question
Olshansky in opposing the
was "fundamental, 'but only what
policies behind the detentions
reasons Texas had for restricting
and explain why United States
it. The result, Barnett said, was
federal courts have jurisdic something "completely new"
tion to adjudicate the habeas
in Supreme Court doctrine and
petitions of the detainees in
very similar to the "presumption
Guantanamo Bay, Cuba.
of liberty" for which he argues in
Mr. Silliman is a professor at
his book.
Duke University School of Law

and the director the Center for
Law, Ethics & National Security. He will present arguments
in support of the current government policy. An additional
speaker is expected to be added
to the roster but, as organizer
Amber Jannusch (2L) noted ,
"the government and military
have been unwilling to speak
publicly on this issue ," compli cating the process of creating a
balanced panel.
Speaking about the selection
of the topic for the symposium ,
lannusch said, "We were ex cited that what we thought was
important was also found to be
so by the Supreme Court. " She
emphasized that the detentions
raise critical questions about
the balance between the Bill
of R ights and national security
concerns. Noting that the symposium will be an opportunity
for students to gain cl\.pu:sure
to aspects of law that are not
usually covered within the traditional1aw school curriculum,
1annusch expressed her enthusiasm about the panelists: " I am
really excited about the speakers we have . They will have a
lot of information to impart."
J annusch further noted that the

IBRL continued on page 6

Health Law Stud ents Present Papers at Rush Symposium
Continued from page 4
"sobriety." In such a case, should
the government trump the inmate's
right to pri acy of his o\.Vll mind
in order to render the inmate legally executable? Since the time
of Blackstone, it has been maintained that the insane should not
be executed but today ih the Fifth
and Eighth Circuits this argument
rages on. Forced medication has
been allowed in order to maintain
prison security, but only when in
the best intere t of the prisoner.
Side effect of medication have
been u ed as a factor in determining what is in the prisoner's best
interest. How does the ide effect
of imminent death fit into this bal-

ancing of interests? One answer
furnished in the discussion that
followed the presentation was that
the side effect of death had already
been affirmed as an appropriate
punishment by the sentencing
court. Interestingly, there was no
discussion of cruel and unusual
punishment.
Parents ' wishes in the decision
of withholding life-sustaining
medical treatment from critically
ill newborns was presented by Jonathan Garlough (2L) . Balancing
the right to refuse medical treatment on one's own behalf and the
right to privacy against the governmental interest of preserving life,
it is curious how parents, entrusted

with deciding a child's best interest, have been excluded from this
decision making process. Not long
ago it was a judge's job to evaluate a parent's decision to refuse
medical treatment for a baby that
would face serious defects upon
survival. The likelihood of a cure
and future health were balanced by
the invasiveness of the proposed
medical treatment and those who
would bear a significant portion
of the consequences, the parents,
had a say. The Child Abuse Prevention and Treatment Act and
Emergency Medical Treatment
and Labor Act have changed that
by providing blanket legislation
which arguably removes quality of

life considerations by attempting
to solve a problem that may not
have ever existed.
In sum, the presentation and
discussion of each subject was
educating and intriguing. Many
thanks are due to Professor Tortorice for producing a successful
symposium that the "physician of
revolution" himself, Mr. Benj amin
Rush, would be appreciative of.
(Apologies to Sara Alibadi ,
whose presentation on how the
right to substantive due process
both supports and opposes the
imposition of a moratorium on
gender assignment surgery for inter-sexed infants was not attended
by Advocate staff or writers .)

-!
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Must be a 3L (Part Two): Another Introduction to Transfer Students
by Gary Abbott

Attempting to redress probable
years ofneglect regarding transfer
students, The Advocate belatedly
presents some ofthe transfer class
of2002.
Jennifer Deschenes lives in
Williamsburg with her husband,
their 2V2 year old daughter, and
two cats. She is origrnally from
New York and Connecticut took
her undergrad at the University of
Connecticut and did graduate work
in Syracuse, New York. She started
law at the University of Richmond
and enjoyed her first year there. But
life is much easier attending W &M,
all but eliminating her commute and
allowing her to tend to her daughter
better, with the family here in town.
Faculty and students at W &M have
all been friendly and the school is
great, in spite of a few differences.
Richmond is further into the Banner
Web system than here and Jennifer
says we will like it more later; every student, not just journal slavers,
ha ve cozy, personal carrels; and our
library is different enough that she

had to lean hard on Chris for a while
to master it. Jennifer is looking forward to graduation and a practice
in health and hospital law.
Christine Ho has lived in
Hampton for years and was an undergrad here at W &M. Attempting
to get at least a little way out of
Dodge, she started law school at
the University of Richmond but
just plain missed our area, where
her family and significant other
had remained. Her experience at
Richmond was less positive than
Jennifer 's, owing, she says, to an
administration that isn't quite as up
to snuff as ours. Interestingly, she
took Contracts at Richmond with
W &M visiting Professor Frisch,
whom she reports is two-timing us
by holding classes at both schools
this year. Christine graduates in
May, leaning towards government
work, hoping to payoff her loans
in this lifetime, and suggesting The
Advocate do an article similar to
this the first semester every year
for transfer students.
Timothy Schimpf is from East
Lansing, Michigan, did undergrad
work at the University ofMichigan,
and started law school at Michigan

State. After over a year and a half at
W &M, Tim is still very glad that he
transferred. Michigan State is much
larger, with an impersonal commuter school feel and no sense of
a separate law school community.
He says W &M is smaller and nicer,
a better caliber school altogether,
and this area has just enough of a
"Southern" feel for him to enjoy it.
When he entered almost two years
ago, Tim found his colleagues to
be very accepting of new students,
making him a part of the gang, and
letting him pretty much forget about
being a transfer. He is looking forward now to graduation and getting
seriously into the job thing.
In Angela Benjamin-Davis'
case, you'd be right thinking she's
a 3L. Angela is a visiting student
for the 2003-04 year rather than a
transfer. Visitors are occasionally
accepted at W &M, primarily in
accommodation of military relocations and, as in Angela's case, for
home and family reasons. The main
difference in status is that visiting
students are not awarded a diploma
from W &M; it comes from their
original school. Consequently, all
classes taken here have to be transferable back to the home school,
again in this case, Regent University. Originally from Richmond,
Angela took her undergrad degree
from Virginia Commonwealth
University and is married with a 6
year old and a 12 year old. She has
no major complaints about her time
at Regent and is also happy to be
here with us. Her immediate plans
are the same as most of the Class
of2004: graduate, pass the Bar, and
then take a deep sigh of relief.

Sarah Poulter has Virginia
roots and solid future plans to stay
Virginia bound. She grew up and
still lives in Virginia Beach, got
her Poly Sci degree from Virginia
Tech, and was determined to get
her J.D. at W &M. Originally
wait-listed when she first applied,
that burning dies ire to be a lawyer
we all have (had?) drove Sarah to
start anyway at the University of
Pittsburgh. As ' oon as possible, she
re-applied for transfer to her first
choice, W&M. (Gosh, Dean, was
that really necessary?) There are no
comparisons to Pitt because here is
where she was gonna be. The near
future holds work in Mergers and
Acquisition with a big Richmond
firm for Sarah, while she has farther
reaching plans for the more distant
future. Sarah intends to establish a
non-profit organization to develop
and promote self-empowerment in
young girls so they may live as full
a life as possible.
Ryan Doherty grew up an
army brat and calls home wherever
he lives at the time, that being for
several years now Williamsburg.
He was an undergrad here, but
started law school at the University of Richmond. Resident status
prices and enjoyable memories
of the school eventually swayed
Ryan to come: back to W &M. The
change was disruptive for him, but
he settled in nicely last year and
found the sc hool and students
to be very we lcoming of a latecomer. Though he kind of liked
the more urban character of the
City of Richmond, the people
in Williamsburg make it a good
place to be.

IBRL to Hold
Symposium on
Guantanamo
Detainees
continued from page 5
symposium format presents the
unique opportunity for students
to hear both sides of the debate
about the detainees.
The symposium w ill be held
in the McGlothlin Courtroom
and will begin with the moo t
court arguments. All of the
panelists will also serv e as
judges during the moot court
phase of the symposium. After
the adjudication of the moot
court finals , the panelists will.
make their presentations and a
question-and-answer session
will follow. The panel w ill be
moderated by Professor Linda
Malone.

If you missed the PSF ad at
the bottom of page three ...
SCAN THE MAIN LOBBY AND

PURCHASE YOUR TICKETS
NOW FOR AN OPPORTUNITY
TOATIEND

the official
mr. marshall-wythe
pageant
Friday, 2/20/04
@8:30PM
The Little Theater
University Center
support the public service fund

Jennifer Deschenes, .Christine Ho, Timothy Schimpf, and Angela Benjamin-Davis

THEAD
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Coortroom 21 and IBRL
Hold Technology
Confernece

Brain-Teasing Word Search

by Adrienne Griffin

On February 13 th and 14 th ,
Courtroom 21 and the Institute
of Bill of Rights Law co-sponsored a symposium titled "The
International Conference on the
Legal & Policy Implications of
Courtroom Technology." Held
in the McGlothlin Courtroom at
the law school, the conference
brought together j udge attorneys
and technology specialists from
all over the United States as well
as from Australia England and
Canada. Through the use of videoconferencing both the Senior
District Judge of the Subordinate
Courts of Singapore and the Chief
of Court Management for the International Criminal Tribunal for
the Former Yugoslavia were able
to appear live at the program.
During the afternoon session on Friday, Lord Justice Sir
Henry Brooke presented "Legal
and Policy Implications from a
United Kingdom Perspective."
Lord Brooke is the Chair of the
Judges ' Standing Committee on
Information Technology and a
Lord Justice ofAppeal for England
and Wales. He spoke about how the
English system has changed from
one that was almost exclusively
dependent on oral pleadings to
one that is grounded in written
documents . This evolution has
highlighted the need for the more
frequent use of technology in the
courtroom. A modernization program was implemented in 2000,
and by 2006, one hundred percent
of higher-level criminal courts
and seventy-six percent of civil
and family courts are expected to
have been updated.
Lord Brooke cited the recent
Hutton Inquiry as an example of
how improved technology can improve both the public 'S access to
the courts and procedures within
those courts. This inquiry investigated the death of weapons expert Dr. David Kelly, whose body
was found soon after he had been
named as a source for a BBC story
about the allegedly " sexed-up dossier" concerning weapons in Iraq.
Every document that was submit-
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ted during the inquiry was posted defendants will not receive a fair
on the internet. Further, the public trial, Lord Brooke explained.
The second presenter of the
could view live transcriptions of
witness testimony, including that afternoon is no stranger to W &M:
of Prime Minister Tony Blair. In lria Giuffrida, former LLM student
addition, the family of Dr. Kelly . and faculty member, presented her
and members of Britain's secret work in "Legal, Ethical andPractiservice agencies gave their testi- callmplications ofthe Use ofTechmony though a live video link.
no logy in European Courtrooms."
Although Lord Brooke ex- Giuffrida ' s research covered
pressed his belief that advances practices in the United Kingdom,
in courtroom technology are posi- Austria, Italy, and the Republic of
tive developments on the whole, Ireland. She explained thatAustria
he also spoke ofthe concerns such was the earliest innovator of adadvances cause. For example, Lord vanced courtroom technology in
Brooke doubted whether criminal Europe, having begun its program
defendants would enjoy a "level in the early 1980's. Atthe other end
playing field" with the prosecu- of the spectrum, she spoke about
tion, especially if their defenses how Italy has a long way to go to
are being paid for with public catch up with other nations in the
funds . He further remarked that · European Union.
prosecutors are especially fond
Giuffrida explained that she
of visual projection equipment thought improvements in techbecause it has been shown that nology are important because they
jurors can absorb the information help more people have access to
faster than they do with strictly justice. While courtrooms can be
oral testimony. The disparity that intimidating, she asserted that
access to technology problems technology can "actually make
can create may mean that certain people feel more at ease." This
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may be because technology has
become such a pervasive presence
in many people 's lives and because
the technology can bring evidence
and exhibits directly to the jurors
and make them feel more involved
in the whole process. In addition,
technology can serve the important
goal of "transparency"; that is, it
will make information about the
court systems more readily accessible. Technology makes it
easy for parties to find courtroom
schedules, view judgments online,
and often see all the filings related
to a particular case.
At press time , the conference was about to begin a second full day of presentations
that were scheduled to include
discussions of access issues ,
cost, and audio visual cov erage of court proceedings. In
addition , Courtroom 21 will
present its third " Conference
on Privacy and Public Access
to Court Records " on Febru ary 27th and 28 th here at the
law school.
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Do They Like Waffles in
Massachussetts?
by Paul Rush

The man served in Vietnam
and is, without question, a hero;
his medals attest to the fact. His
constituents love him; they must.
They have elected him to the Senate four times. And yet, Senator
and soon to be Democratic Party
Presidential Nominee John Kerry
raises the hackles ofthose from both
sides of the aisle. Why?
Kerry's critics have long accused him of singirlg in unison
with whichever group he's wooing at the time. Valid? Consider
Kerry's position-straddling comments on the follOWIng typically
divisive topics:
Abortion-In an unsuccessful bid
for election to Congress in 1972,
Catholic Kerry preached to Spanish
voters his personal and religious
repugnc;mce toward abortion in part
I of his speech on the subject. In
the more socially liberal area of
Concord, however, Kerry delivers
part II of his abortion speech in
which he stresses that he supports

a woman's right to choose. Neither group heard the whole story, of
course, and therein lies the lie.
Homosexual UnionslMarriage
Kerry recently slammed Bush for
opposing the institution ofgay marriage via judicial fiat in his Sate of
the Union address. When pressed
on the issue, however, Kerry admitted that he does not and hasnever supported the legalization
of gay marriage himself. \Vaffles
anyone?
War- Kerry voted against the first
Gulf War despite an overwhelmingly large international coalition
ready to push Saddam out ofKuwait
and an obvious mandate to do so.
Instead, Kerry called for allowing
Saddam "wiggle room." And yet,
only recently, Kerry voted in favor
of the second war against Saddam
Hussein. Most outspoken liberals
voted oppositely in both situations. _
Could it be that KerDr had already
begun to envision himself as the
pro-national-securi ty presidential
candidate? One wonders.
What about Kerry's claim of
being a centrist with Bush-beatability? Well, one out of two isn't
bad. Bush-beatability he may have
in spades, only time 'w ill tell, but a
centrist he is not. The voting record

of the lean senator from the great
~tate .of Massachusetts is nearly
IdentIcal (96% identical) to the
voting record of the loud, liberal
andless-than-Iean legislator hailing
from the same locale.
No wonder thatthe lauded leftist from the land of b.aked beans
rouges so readily. Tenacious Ted
Kennedy compared to a centrist?
Afterall, what is a Kennedy without
a liberal legacy to lean on? Senator
Teddy is surely no Schwarzenegger, and, by virtue of their virtual
voting parity, campaigning Kerry
ain't no Arnold either.
The most conspicuous Kerry
contradiction came to light only
recently, however. In an apparent
ploy to pander to pacifists who put
him in power, Kerry presented this
policy position to the Harvard
Crimson at the height of the Cold
War in 1970:
"I'man internationalist. I'd like
to see our troops dispersed through
the world only at the direction of
the United Nations." Kerry also
proposed "to almost eliminate CIA
activity."
This, from the same senator
selling himself as THE national
security candidate! But taking
Bush to task for the irleptitude of
US intelligence agencies in regard
to Iraq has proved to be Kerry's
most popular stump speech segment. Perplexed? Don't be. This
is canned Kerry classic - a man of
straddles.
Not unlike the legendary statue
ofColossus which was said to have
straddled the Harbor of Rhodes.
colossal Kerry straddles issue~
with his left foot in the tried and
truly liberal leagues ofthe Old Bay
Sate, w hil e with the right he dips
his toe in Republican waters. Good
politics?
Perhaps, but expect a short
shelf-life. He is himself a house
divided, and not even the Colossus could stand a quake. Ken)"s
constant cry of "Bring it on!" could
bring ruin to the political house of
Ken), in the rumble set to raoe
co in
the presidential politics of '04.
Writer's note: As always, all rational and mature [age appropriate]
criticisms to the above are welcome
and will be entitled to a response.
Othenvise, save your ink.

If You Can't Say Anything Nice .. .
by Joshua Heslinga

As much as I enjoy reading
heated exchanges over the morality of homosexuality and whether
society should recognize homosexual relationships in the same
way that it does heterosexual ones
I th'nk"
. that The Advocate'
1
It s time
abandon this debate and that members of the law school community
think about whether the tone of
this debate should be repeated.
There have been articles that
seemed designed mainly to bludgeon opponents of gay marriage
by repetitively labeling them "homophobic" and debating whether
they really have gay friends. Leaving aside the relevance issue, it
seems to me that aoin a throuah
eo
eo
eo
someone's list of friends
to iden-

to learn from law school is that
written words can and should be
twisted to suit your purposes.
Maybe partisans on the other side
of political debates don't just have
a different view of the public good;
maybe they ' re really irrational and
evil. Maybe it's better to revile and
ridicule a political opponent than
to respond thoughtfully. Maybe ...
but I'm not convinced.
I like discussing controversial
issues, but where a discussion
quickly degenerates into traded
charges that the opposing side is
"hateful", " irrational," "devoid of
worth," "ignorant," or any number
of other helpful characterizations,
it becomes clear to me that the
discussion should be avoided.
I have an opi.ni on on the ques. tion of whether marriage or other
benefits and recognition should be
extended beyond heterosexual
relationships. Having read Th e
Adm cate, however, it's become

tify those who are homosexual or
bisexual serves only to emphasize
a distinction between heterosexuals and those with other sexual
proclivities/ preferences. Isn ' t clear to me that the wisest course
the point ot tl1e gay marnage of action is not to express it.
proponents that there should be
I would suggest that those inno distinction?
terested in this debate think about
Aseriesofarticleshaveshown
these questions (some of which
us that Raj Jolly and Seth Rundle
have been raised by the articles
are developing a philosophical already published):
fight to the death over the value
and proper role offaith in a moral
- What conveys authority or
debate, the existence of God, and legitimacy to an argument (regardother things that I'm sure can be ing a moral issue in particular)?
settled with just a few more articles in Th e Advocate. Anyone
- What exactly is involved
else in favor of setting up a
in a moral principle like "Do to
WWE-style cage on the North
others as you would have them do
Wing portico and seHin o tickets
to you" ? What should be done if!
eo
to benefit PSF?
when moral principles conflict?
Some articles have broU!!ht the
~.

Catholic Church squarely into the
debate. Maybe I just haven 't noticed all the robes and fancy hats
on my fellow students here in the
lawschool,butwhydon ' twestop
"explaining" things to each other
about the Church and let those who
are really interested read and assess the writings of the pope and
others for themselves?
Maybe lawyers and lav,- students are incapable of anything
other than in-your-face zealous
ad\·oc acy. M ay be on e less o n

- Does a society (or any other
group of people) have the right to
make judgments about which behavior it wants to sanction (either
positively or negatively)? Who
should make those judgments?
And last, but not least
- When 'ou write somethin oa
(especially about a controversial issue), what are ,'ou (and
what should you be) trying to
achieve?

"'.
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France, Freedom, and Inertia: An Appeal
by R.S. Jolly

The French government is
poised to ban visible expressions
of religious commitment in its
public schools. Aside from ranking unconscionably high on the
conscience shock continuum, the
French proposal tests our seriousness about defending basic human
rights.
France's fetish-like fixation on
secularization stems from a desire to
assimilate its minorities particularly
its five million Muslims. By living
and learning peacefully in French
society, young wearers ofhijabs and
skullcaps cause distraction, defeat
unifonnity, and conjure up thoughts
of misogyny and terrorism-sufficientreasons, many say, for denying
them religious liberty. To make violations of personal autonomy more
equitable, the French government
plans not only to empty its public
schools ofhijabs and skullcaps but
also to purge its public schools of
yarmulkes, conspicuous crucifixes,
and turbans.
In an act of supreme circumspection, French officiats charged
with crafting the legislation failed
to realize that it would affect turbanwearing Sikhs. This oversight was
best captured by reporter Elaine

Sciolino in the New York Times of
January 12,2004; when asked about
the Sikh problem, "an official at the
Ministry of National Education
which is responsible for negotiating
the law with Parliament, declined
comment, except to say: 'What?
There are Sikhs in France?'"
According to the French Embassy in Washington, DC, "despite
all the noise made by some around
this issue, a very large majority ofthe
French people, whatever their faith,
find it necessary to reaffirm France's
commitment to secularism for the
very purpose of giving each and everyone the possibility to choose their
[religion] and follow their religion's
principles in an open, multicultural
and multi-confessional society." In
other words, the most sensible way
to promote religious freedom is by
prohibiting its expression in public
schools. From a logical standpoint,
this is a lot like saving a village by
destroying it.
The French proposal is eminently unconscionable. Although
proponents have the backing of "a
very large majori.ty" ofpeopJe and
attempt to justify it on this ground,
there is no room for popularity in
moral justification; if morality depended on popularity, then ethnic

cleansing would be laudable. Policies should be evaluated on their
merits, and this one is devoid of
merit: Wearing religious garb signifies more than mere commitment
to a particular religious identity; it
reflects a deeply personal choice
about how to govern one's life.
The usurpation offreedom ofchoice
undermines our ability to engage in
amoral self-expression and stifles
our ability to flourish.
In a world ofabundant injustice,
we bow our heads for five seconds
after learning of another setback,
and then we resume our workaholic
pursuits in the hope that others will
reverse the wrongs of life; unfortunately, systemic buck-passing ensures defeat. To overcome inertia,
imagine yourselfbeing commanded
by officials to suppress y our personality; if the thought makes you
shudder, it is a sign your conscience
is alive. N ow, ifyou are serious about
human rights, write to the French
Embassy (The Honorable JeanDavid LevittelEmbassy of France
in the United States/41 0 1 Reservoir
Road NW/Washington, DC 20007)

The Public Service Fund
would like to congratulate
its new members of the
Board: .
Tarek Shuman
Stephen del Percio
Caroline Fleming

Sam Olive
T~ya

Schuessler

Nichole Kossler
Andrea Phelps
Brendan Relyea
Geneva Perry
Stephanie Harris
Katie Ambrogi
Justin Laughter
EmilyTulli
Erin McCool

or call them (202-944-6000) and ask Michael Lockaby
whether France is serious abouthuman rights. Ask your friends to do Adrienne DiCerbo
the same.

Hou.se of Haiku: Basho's Lessons for the Legal Aesthete
by Jeff Spann
Justice Scalia,
Duck hunting trip with Cheney,
Potential conflict?

(Last month, the Cardinal ofthe
Courthouse took a much needed
break down on the bayou with his
good pal and hunting buddy, Dick
Cheney. At first blush the trip appears innocent enough, given that
there were no shooting mishaps and
neither gentleman bagged a bird.
Look a little closer however, and
the episode is ripe with controversy.
It seems that the vice president, who
is a litigant in a case soon to be
argued before the Court involving
whether the vice president is obligated to reveal the names of those
individuals serving on the energy
task force, paid for at least some of
Scalia's expen~es . In addition, the
trip was organized by "a prominent
member of the energy industry."

F or his part, Scalia is refusing to
recuse himself from the matter and
has likened the event to "dinner at
the White House.")

Poor spelling thief,
Giving police a hassle,
In bank heist hustle.

(Labeled the "Spelling Bee
Kerry is the man,
Dropout" by Sayville, NY authoriDubya is none too pleased,
ties, a bank robber has successfully
Forecast is muddy.
pulled off at least seven heists in
the past six months armed only with
(The dust has yet to settle in the poorly spelled hold-up notes. InterDemocratic nomination shootout estingly, police believe the spelling
and already the mud has begun to fly errors may be an intentional effort
between the apparent champion of to conceal the robber 's identity. To
moderate liberals, John Kerry, and assist in the ongoing investigation,
our loveable commander in chief, we at the House of Haiku recomDubya. For those of us with an mend that the search focus on down
independent bent, the coming elec- on their luck English teachers, but
tion will be like choosing between we also believe it couldn't hurt to
a Ford Pinto and a Fiat Panda - the check up on Dubya's speech writbest hope is that they'll collide on ers. We've always suspected that
the entrance ramp and burst into Dubya's linguistic challenges must
flames. I'm beginning to view be the result ofsomething other than
that silly California recall rule in idiocy - though maybe it's just an
a whole new light.)
intentional effort to conceal his

subtle genius. You know, gain the
upper hand, sneak attack, worked
for those pesky Japanese on that
day that lives until infinity.)
Surgery mishap,
The devil's in the details,
Real life Dr. Nick.
(Proving once again that it's the
simple things that will get you in
the end, a Minnesota surgeon was
found liable for damages stemming
from what his attorney's characterize as an «unfortunate mistake." It
seems that Dr. Arturo was surprised
to discover that the aneurysm he
was set to remove from the left
side of his patient's brain had migrated, when an attending physician
pointed out that the darned thing
had been on the other side the whole
time. Oops. At least it wasn't brain
surgery or something.)
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Sex and the Law
by Shannon Hadeed

Is it possible to have formal
dance that doesn't feel like prom?
What exactly is it about putting on
a formal gown or a tux that always
ends up feeling remnicsant of high
school? Not that the venue wasn't
a vast improvement over my high
. school gym; it most definitely was.
And being able to legally drink is
a bonus as well. Not to mention
everyone has a much better sense
ofwhat to wear. So what is it about
formal dances (be it at school or
elsewhere) that makes it feel like
the only thing missing was the prom
queen with her tiara?
It could be the hoopla and rituals of getting all dressed up, but I
really think it's the contrived nature
of the couples. Some are spouses,
some are fiances, and some have
been boyfriend/girlfriend a long
time, but many can't claim any of
those illustrious titles. What does
this mean? The high school feel
can still step in. Strengthened by
the lc;/;ulvc; ufall:ohol, people who

came to the dance together may not
leave it that way, and vice versa.
It leaves room for on-the floor
hookups and breakups, mini dramas and major dramas. Then for
the third year law students there is
an added incentive to make fools
of themselves because it's the last
dance. Last chance to show up,
throw up, grow up. And of course,
even if you do embarrass yourself
completely, you won't be seeing
these people ever again after two
months more of school. It makes
people reckless. So this article is .
a recommendation for next year's
dance goers and for those ofus who
did some serious damage this year,
a little bit of mitigation advice. It
is going to feel like prom no matter
what you do, so have a great time
and take advantage of every minute of it. After this, too much fun
at formal functions might actually
have ramifications for your career
or social reputation.
Carpe Diam
Get Rid of Baggage
Ifyou have been waiting till the
end ofthe semester to break up with
someone,orsendthemthemessage

that you are no longer interested,
now is the time to do it. It is time
to avoid long goodbyes. Why wait?
The circumstances for a strong message are so perfect. Nothing says
screw you buddy like going home
with somebody else. Or hooking
up with another person on the dance
floor, better yet make it two. Dance
with someone all night and completely ignore your supposed date.
Nothing says "Kiss my derriere"
like showing up with somebody
else. Or the classic public slap or
spilling of your drink over heads.
~fyou really want to get them good,
Just pretend they are dead to you.
Ignore them all night long. Make
it look like you are having the time
of your life, without them.
Talk to Your Crush
If you were waiting to sit next
to them in another class, or catch
them at that perfect moment at ask
them out, you have been waiting too
long. Make sure they are going to
show up . Ask them about it, little

bit offoreshadowing if you will. If
they don't sound convinced, maybe
you can make them your date. After
all, there are only two months left of
school, so if you ask now- after the
summer they will forget all about
it. Otherwise you are leaving it to
fate, which didn't payoff for me,
but maybe you could get luckier. If
they happen to show up, you could
score, you are both drunk and in
a poorly lit area with l~ud music.
Confusion reigns, work it. Start
dancing behind them, tell themjust
for the record they are the most
beautiful, most wonderful person
you have ever laid eyes on. If it
works, you may have a great Valentines Day. If it doesn't they will
just think you were in that "I love
everybody" stage of being drunk.
Tell them your goal for the rest of
the semester is to spend more time
with them. Use the word ravishing
or debonair. Pull out all the stops
in your vocabulary.

very far gentlemen. So will attentiveness. Don't leave her side. Do
not look to the left or the right, keep
your eyes on her all night. There
will be many temptations to break
this rule, they will corne in all
shapes, seizes, and colors. Even
though scantily clad females may
saunter by, if you want to get lucky
you must remain focused on your
goal: your date. As for the ladies ,
let him make an ass out of himself
and get stinking drunk without any
reprimands. Encourage it even.
Yes, that's right. I am telling the
ladies to .get their men drunk and
take advantage of them. 1t never
fails. Testing to see if that special
someone still cares? See how they
feel when you show up with somebody else (but be careful, this can
backfire). And at the end of the
evening, give up the goods. All the
goods. And then again after brunch
the next day when you are not so
hung-over, give them up again.

with the splendor andglozy ofprom
and all its beverages: apologize in
the following manner "I am sorry if
I made an idiot of myself. I don't
remember much of the dance so I
am just apologizing to everyone."
or "I had a really great time, but I
am just not in the right place right
now to start a new relationship."
F or Getting Busy with Your Crush,
How to Hold on to a Good Thing
Call and tell them they made
your week. You had a good time
because of them. Tell them again
how marvelous, smashing and simply wonderful they are now that you
are ober, it will mean more. Ask
if they would like to get together
some time this week. Get a feel for
whether or not the think of you as
the above scenario or if they are just
as thrilled as you are. If you are a
victim of a one-way crush take it
gracefully and a oid them for the
rest of the semester (go with that
high school theme) .

Mitigation of the Damages
Finding yourself a victim of F or the Final Goodbye
Making Up
a break up or a regretful hookup?
Well now that you have either
If breaking up is hard to do,
Well, if pretending it didn't happen been broken up with, or done the
making up is harder. So, use the
doesn't work try the following : For breaking up- it's over. My sugdance. QDoes anyone sense a theme
the hookup that wouldn 't have haphere?) Compliments will get you
pened had you not been caught up continued on pg. 11
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Homosexuals! Marriage! I'm all Verklempt. Talk amongst yourselves. Here's a (NON
"megaphone of crap" o"r "homosexuality is evil") Topic ... Go.
by Jennifer Rinker
Beyond the fact that love is
love, and no human should be
denied the instinctive desire to be
happily, blissfully, and passionately
in llluuuuvvvv, AND although the
series of opinions between Jolly,
Rush, Rundle, Berndt, Vatne, and
others has been (and continues
to be) an interesting exchange, I
thought maybe our debate could
tackle other issues. I thrive on
variety. Disclaimer: If you re still
jazzed about this particular ongoing
debate by all means ..... Ijustthink
we could come up with additional
things to tick people off.
The death penalty article lastsemester didn't spark much response,
so I looked up 'controversial topics ' on Google. The attached list
includes only a few that the Eli M.
Oboler Library ofldaho State University has identified. Although my
personal favorites - utopias, ESP,
and Bigfoot - might not generate a
lot of debate, some others on the list
may inspire deep thoughts. Who
is going to argue the existence of
Bigfoot, anyway? Or utopias, for
that matter? Certain of the recent
homosexuality articles brought to
light just a few of the many rea"Sex'f continuedfrom pg. 10

gestion is let those sleeping dogs
lie. There is nothing worse then
dragging out a dead relationship.
It is cruel to both parties. Just let
it go. Find something or someone
else to do with your time. Take up
racquetball or polo or something.
Maybe golf, I hear it's useful to
your career.
Hooked Up When You Shouldn't
Have or Done Somebody Wrong
So, you love your date, but
macked with somebody else?
Still love your ex, but showed up
with another date? Well, you royally screwed up. Is there anything
you can do? Grovel. Flowers. Beg.
Plead. Do something for them that
you have refused to do for a long
time, make a show of good faith
effort. I know -we are all good
talkers, but this is one time when

sons we are far from joining that
category oftolerant society. Ahem.
Anyway . ..
In the meantime, please see
this Devil's Advocate's mediocre attempt to make people mad:
Considering Bush has increased
the EPA budget for 2004 by 155
bazillion gaj illion dollars, how can
anyone claim that he is not protecting the environment? Federal
regulations are in place and fully
functional to establish sufficient
and responsible resource management within the confines of an
energy development project, be
it oil exploration or natural gas
transmission. A government official recently visited Alaska and
informed me she didn't see any
animals there anyway, so what's
everybody screaming about? Any
takers? No? Ok, here's the list.
acid rain
acupuncture
adoption rights
afiirmative action
age discrimination
Agent Orange
agmg
alternative fuels
Alzheimer's disease
amnesty
animal abuse
words alone won't help out. Show
you care. Are they refusing to see
you? Ignoring your calls? Time
to embarrass yourself again, but
this time for their benefit. Show
up on their doorstep unannounced.
Don't leave until they come home
or let you in. I mean it. You can't
leave that doorstep until you pass
the threshold. Show some resolve,
show you care (bring a book). Send
flowers "Nothing says I love you
like Flowers." Send them a letter. Shower them with whatever
they want. Show up with their
favorite things (beer and a bikini
always works well with men.) If
they still won't forgive you, good
for them and too bad for you. But
persistence goes a long way. So
don't lose heart. If all else fails
hire a private jet and take them to
the Bahamas.

L -______________________________________________~

apartheid
artificial intelligence
athletes and academics
autism
balanced budget
beauty pageants
Bermuda Triangle
big bang theory
Bigfoot
bioethics
bionics
biorhythms
birth defects
brain -- right/left
brainwashing
campaign spending
cancer research
capital punishment
censorship
chemical warfare
child abuse
cigarette advertising
cloning
criminal rehabilitation
cryomcs
cults
date rape
defense spending
discrimination
divorce, effects of
dropouts
drug testing
drugs
education costs
educational reform
emission controls
ESP
euthanasia
family violence
fetal tissue research
fiber optics
gambling
gangs
garbage disposal
genetic engineering
geothermal energy
ghosts
greenhouse effect
Greenpeace
gun control
HMOs
hazardous wastes
holistic medicine
Holocaust
home schooling
human experimentation
human rights
illegal aliens
in vitro fertilization
inclusionimainstreaming

insanity defense
Japanese ownership in the US
job stress and burnout
joint custody of children
judicial reform
juvenile justice
Ku Klux Klan
latch-key children
lawsuits, number of
learning disabilities
literacy
lotteries
media and politics
medical costs
military spending
missing children
national debt
New Age religions
noise pollution
nuclear accidents
nuclear energy
obscenity
offshore drilling
Olympics
organized crime
overpopulation
passive smoke
police brutality
polygraphs
population control
prison reform
radon
recycling
refugees
reproductive technologies
robotics
salaries of athletes
school busing
school prayer
seat belts/air bags
self-esteem
sex discrimination
sexual abuse
shock therapy
smoking in public
Social Security
solar energy
space exploration
speed limit
steroids
surrogate motherhood
taxes
teacher competency tests
teenage pregnancy
television evangelists
terrorism
UFOs
unemployment
utopias
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The Monster Mask: A Horrifyingly Human Monster
of Lee's life. Patti Jenkins does in which the audience realizes this tions, l'vfonster is virtually devoid
for Lee in Monster what Truman critical omission in Lee's psychic of any intrusive filmic flourishes
Capote did for Dick Hickock and make-up with a powerful sense of that would detract from the plot,
Remember Charlize Theron, Perry Smith in In Cold Blood: she
doom. Theron gives Lee an acute relying instead on Theron 's abilthe tall, leggy blonde with bright offers a slightly sympathy-tinged
sense of self-pity that magnifies ity and a strikingly well-wrought
red lips, gracefully adorning the explanation of what happened, but
the total lack of anguish over her soundtrack. Against the otherwise
walls at movie theatres and maga- she steadfastly refuses to offer an
crimes and bizarrely enhances the Spartan backdrop of Lee's life, the
zine racks in the supermarket? apology.
emotional impact of her lightning- swell of sound that accompanies
Right, well forget all about the
The unapologetic tone of the quick downward spiral.
her first murderous instinct seems
glossy movie-star mug, because film closely tracks Lee's transforMonster is really a one-woman almost lavish. Her humanity, what
in Theron's latest star tum, for mation from a woman who killed
magnum opus, although Christina little of it there is left at that point,
which she has snagged a well-de- because she was victimized into a
Ricci makes an anemic appearance comes shrieking out through the
served Oscar nomination, she has woman who killed solely to vicas Lee's lesbian lover, Selby WalL speakers, as well as the screen.
thoroughly transmogrified herself timize. However, the film makes a
As the sole external object of Lee 's It's the sonic equivalent of a rathinto a J..fonster
leap between these altemate states affection, and the ostensible impe- er pointed question that Afonster
Casting aside her airbrushed of Lee's being that is far too radical.
tus behind at least some of her kill- seem to ask, at least with respect
incarnation couldn't have been The distance between the first killings, Selby metamorphoses from to Lee's first murder: Wouldn't you
easy for Theron- ·in the Botox-ed ing in self-defense and the ensuing
shy to shameless in an altogether have doOne the same?
and boob-jobbed world of. Hol- . slayings which were motivated by
Perhaps the element of Montoo expeditious manner. Watching
lywood, gaining 30 Ibs. for a role exceedingly venial considerations,
ter
that makes it so un ettling is
Ricci na igate Selby's emotional
is considered a hefty price to pay, such as the need for a car or a vic- revolutions is almost as jarring as its complete lack of an agenda.
even if it does eam you a shot at tim's unwitting glimpse of her gun, watching the bullets fly from Lee 's It is refreshingly, yet somewhat
claiming a little angular gold man is far too great to be bridged. That gun. 0 explanation other than that di concertingly, devoid of exsometime in March. But putting on something snapped inside Lee as a Selby is being pulled between feel - traneous commentary on capital
a fe\\' pounds seems like child's play result of that first horrific attack is ings of loyalty to her parents and punishment, despite itn heroine's
in comparison to what Theron did obvious, but Jenkins simply doesn't her attachment (which reads more ultimate end b lethal injection. a
to recreate the psychological tail- show us what else moti ated the like awe than anything approaching fact that merits nothing more than
spin that sent her character, Aileen resulting barrage of bodies.
love to Lee is given, making Lee's a note before the credits. Monster
(Lee") Wuomos, on a serial killing
Theron captures Lee's p ycho- fidelity to Selb dubious at be t. If would be a mu h ea ~ ier movie to
spree in Florida in the late 1980s. logical oscillations. from frenzied amplifying Lee 's de.:peration was cope v;ith. a nn j1prhaps diSJDjs.s.
Lee ' s stOlY is 1"Ul ullCOlnfurlablt::
if it had even a hint of editorialpanic to cool confidence, with a the sole object in making elb
one to watch . From the first footage degree of nuance that is virtually such an insipid character. Jenkin
izing in it. But a it is, it's just an
of a little girl dancing around in unparalleled in the other aspects of succeeded, but Ricci-who is ca- unadulterated chronology of Lee 's
dress-up clothes to the final shots the film. Remorse doesn't seem to pable of much more-should be last few week before apture, and
of a orange jumpsuit-clad woman be an emotion Lee knows, and incensed.
. in this deceptively simplistic wa it
being hauled to death row, AJonster Theron conveys this disturbing
In keeping with the desolate reveals a l\fonster who is horrifyis unrelenting in its gritty portrayal factdiscreetl ,imbuingthemoment circumstances that led to Lee 's ac- ingl human.
by Marie Siesseger
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